"T'd Up" is the first single that was released off Rae Sremmurd's newest and longest project, thus far, aka SR3MM. Their newest album is said to be a "three-disc set" which combines Swae Lee and Slim Jxmmi's solo projects along with an album featuring the duo. Their decision to release this single as a preview of the whole album may not have been the greatest of ideas. The track is a basic Rae Sremmurd song which one can usually expect from them. It doesn't have much uniqueness to it as did other of their tracks in the past such as their 2014 breakthrough hits "No Flex Zone" and "No Type". The track begins with Swae repeating the title of the song over a typical Mike Will Made-It produced beat. There is not much complexity in the chorus, although Jxmmi does make an effort to save the track with his swift lyrical talents through his verses. Overall, it isn't a bad track, the beat is pretty chill and it's something you can play if you want to just lay back. I wouldn't excitedly recommend this track, but I wouldn't turn it down either. I believe that the duo is very talented and that they could have made a better choice of which track they wanted to release.
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